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***

The World  Government  Summit  (WGS)  is  an annual  event  held  in  Dubai,  United Arab
Emirates  from 13  to  15  February  2023.  This  year’s  title  slogan  was  “Shaping  Future
Governments”. The Summit’s format is similar to the WEF’s at Davos.

The  WGS  brings  together  business  leaders  and  politicians,  high-level  government
representatives for a global dialogue about “knowledge” and governmental processes, as
well as policies with a focus on the issues of futurism, technology innovation and other
topics.

This year’s about 10,000 WGS attendees (WEF Davos 2023, about 2,700) included some 300
speakers. One of the more prominent speakers was – who else – Klaus Schwab, founder and
eternal CEO and globalist way beyond reason of the World Economic Forum, or WEF, for
short.

In his as always exuberant presentation with his signature accent reminiscent of Arnold
Schwarzenegger,  Schwab  bragged,  “I  wrote  in  2015  the  book,  ‘The  Fourth  Industrial
Revolution’. I mentioned 23 or 25 technologies that will change the world.” He went on
mentioning some of them. And continued, “The book was considered science fiction, but all
those technologies have become realities.”

He said these technologies are now exponentially exploding: “our lives, ten years from now,
will be completely different”; concluding his megalo-speech by saying, “Who masters those
technologies – in some way – will be the master of the world.”

For a few seconds the camera passes over a row of VIP conference attendees. Their faces, in
awe  of  so  much  megalomania  and  so  much  dystopian  departure  from reality,  speak
volumes.

Mr.  Schwab’s  time  has  come.  He  is  no  longer  taken  seriously.  This  was  already
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demonstrated at this year’s (16-20 January 2023) traditional Davos WEF meeting. Davos
turned out to be not much more than a networking event, a show-off about who is who in
this megalo-elite club.

Not even Schwab’s elitist “allies”, who all come in their individual private jets to such events
as Davos or  Dubai,  not  collectively as a group of  “think-alike leaders” might continue
following the WEF’s agenda of sheer madness. They come to the event in Davos to rub
elbows and to be seen. See this.

In Dubai a few days ago, Schwab used the same lingo as he did in Davos a month earlier.

He talked about a “fractured world” that needed to be “re-globalized”. The eternal Globalist
cannot let go of a topic that nobody in his right mind – and especially not 99.9% of the world
population is interested in: A globalized world, with a One World Order (OWO) Government
of which Klaus Schwab sees himself as the Master Emperor on the throne.

See this related to the Dubai WGS conference and especially the 1:23 min video clip,
excerpt of his full speech (16 min video) below.

Schwab and the WEF have become instruments for executing orders of the elite – a visible
elite of the usual suspects, the multi-multi “philanthropist” billionaires, who finance and help
organize  disruptive  social  movements  around  the  globe,  like  Woke  and   the
unpronounceable  acronym  LGBTIQA+  (lesbian,  gay,  bisexual,  transgender,  intersex,
queer/questioning, asexual; the plus + sign stands for evolving sexual inclinations), BLM
(Black Lives Matter), and more.

Such social movements are sheer deviation maneuvers so, people don’t pay attention to
what’s being brewed for the future of humankind behind black curtains.

The invisible corporate financial giants, plus the Silicon Valley Tech-titans, who literally run
the world from the shadows of their  sinister cult  edifice, are those who direct with an iron
fist the WEF, WHO, the entire UN system, the FED, World Bank, IMF, Bank for International
Settlement (BIS), as well as Washington itself, the Pentagon, NATO and Brussels – the siège
of the European Union (EU).

Klaus  Schwab  and  his  WEF-outfit  are  generously  funded  by  them –  so,  he  is  but  a  tool  to
represent and, to the extent possible, impose their will on the world. This elite of darkness
wants a globalized world; a One World Order (OWO).

It will not happen. Dynamics of the forces of life will not allow such excesses, risking the
destruction of our beautiful Blue Planet.

*

Schwab and the WGS organizers envisage a future of doomsday tenor, see the WGS-issued
“Government in 2071: Guidebook”. The issues and constraints listed in the Guidebook of the
Future may only be resolved through a World Government, or OWO.

Elon Musk, who joined the conference by video, has a diametrically opposed view.
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A world  government  may  end  humanity,  Musk  said,  and  pledges  for  maintaining  our
civilizational diversity.

The Tesla Chairman and SpaceX CEO voiced his concern over a single world government as
“it could strip humanity of diversity and precipitate the end of civilization.”

These are valid concerns since the world population is made up of an uncountable multitude
of different cultures, subcultures, moral and ethical values, as well as art, all of which would
be lost in no time, if people like Schwab and his globalist ilk would have their way.

Musk added, “We want to avoid creating a civilizational risk by having – and this may seem
odd – too much cooperation between governments.”

He  explained  that  historically,  different  civilizations  were  separated  by  distance,  so  when
one went into decline, others could rise. He used Ancient Rome as an example. “When
Ancient Rome fell, Islam rose and managed to preserve much of the Roman knowledge and
build  upon it”,  Musk said.  “But  in  a  globalized world  this  may no longer  be a  viable
scenario.”

He went on saying that human civilization “is like a tiny candle in a vast darkness, and a
very vulnerable tiny candle that could easily be blown out,” urging the WGS audience “to
take great care to avoid humanity being wiped out by some cataclysm” – man-made, or
otherwise.

Perhaps  one  of  Elon  Musk’s  most  important  warnings  addressed  Artificial  Intelligence  (AI).
“One of the biggest risks to the future of civilization is AI.” Musk told WGS attendees.

Musk called upon governments to develop safety regulations for AI, comparing its rise to the
development of nuclear technology.

In conclusion,  Musk cautioned that AI and one-world government pose threats to
humanity. He suggests that the latter may even end humanity.

See this for more details.

These anti-globalist statements by Elon Musk are juxtaposed to Schwab’s megalo-statement
“Technology can help the elite ‘be the master of the world.”

There was for sure hardly anybody in the audience who would want to give authority over

the array of technologies listed in Schwab’s “4th Industrial Revolution” – like digitalization of
everything, even the human brain to a small elite, on top of it, western elite, in the sense of
WEF’s world view.

Just imagine, weather and climate geoengineering technologies, such as HAARP, that may
weaponize the atmosphere, as well as our planet’s continents and seas, in control of some
globalist  elitists.  It  is  highly  likely,  though  not  yet  entirely  proven,  that  the  gigantic
destructive tremor that shook Turkey and Syria in the early morning hours of 6 February,
bore HAARP’s signature.

Who would want this destructive war weapon in the hands of WEF’s elitists, masterminded
by their “invisible” rulers and their globalist, eugenist “front” actors, the likes of Schwab,
Gates, Rockefeller, Soros et al!
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May God save us from the Death Cult.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.
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